
Level 4

Teacher assessment

Key stages 2 and 3

Welsh Second Language: learner profile



Foreword

The profile also includes a detailed commentary which provides clarity on why the
best-fit judgment was awarded. There is no suggestion or expectation that a
learner profile is produced for every pupil in the cohort or that teachers write such
an extensive commentary.

This profile is intended to help teachers see the type of evidence that can be used
to take to a cluster meeting, in order to support the best-fit judgements made. It
also clearly demonstrates that the evidence predominantly lies in a pupil’s book
and hence is what is already available to the teacher.
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EASUser
Draft

EASUser
Text Box
Individual, pair and Group task. Primary evidence  sources available for all three tasks.

EASUser
Text Box
Rhys is able to present information and talk about some experiences in all 3 tasks, asking and responding  in pair and group situations,  and volunteering some comments.

EASUser
Text Box
In Task 2 and 3, Rhys is able to, adjust and respond to different voices
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EASUser
Text Box
Pictorial story map used to support individual presentation task. 

EASUser
Text Box
Some awareness of order and progression, L5, e.g. ‘Oes mae gen i gi o’r enw Benji a 2 cath o’r enw Millie a Tilly. Mae Benji yn hoffi mam.’
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EASUser
Text Box
Pictorial story map used to support pair work task. 

EASUser
Text Box
Some awareness of order and progression, L5, e.g. ‘Oes mae gen i gi o’r enw Benji a 2 cath o’r enw Millie a Tilly. Mae Benji yn hoffi mam.’
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EASUser
Text Box
Prompt sheet used during assessment of group discussion task

EASUser
Text Box
He shows an understanding of the main points when the subject matter is familiar to him, e.g. he answers questions based on the text; ‘Beth yw enw’r awdur? Beth sy’n digwydd nesaf Rhys? Wyt ti’n hoffi’r stori Rhys?’ and he responds by using short spoken phrases

EASUser
Text Box
In all three tasks Rhys’ pronunciation and intonation is understandable and when expressing opinions he gives various reasons L4 e.g. in Task 3 he answers using, ‘Dw i’n hoffi’r stori achos mae’n gyffrous.’
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EASUser
Draft

EASUser
Text Box
Response to literary (book and poem) and non-literary texts (personal information paragraphs). 

EASUser
Text Box
Oral response (primary evidnce): refers to an aspect he likes (L3 onwards) in Task 1; when asked the question, ‘Wyt ti’n hoffi’r stori?’ he responds, ‘Ydw dw i’n hoffi stori achos mae’n gyffrous’. 

EASUser
Text Box
Understanding of the main ideas, events and characters (L5) – question responses



The pupil's work was based on the story 'Pa Glwb'  
(acen).Permission is being sought to reproduce the 
extracts as part of this material.
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EASUser
Text Box
Non literary text
Short paragraphs in familiar contexts (L4)
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EASUser
Text Box
Reference to significant details in the text (L4) 
 Recognition of words, phrases and key facts (L4)
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EASUser
Text Box
Cysgu Draw - Literary text.
Suitable  text (L5)
Picture matching: 
Recognition of words, phrases and key facts (L4)
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EASUser
Draft
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EASUser
Text Box
Understanding of the main ideas, events and characters (L5) – question responses
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EASUser
Text Box
Q.11 Selects relevant information from texts and express opinions simply (L5)
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EASUser
Draft

EASUser
Text Box
Writing for different purposes: dialogue sharing personal information / review / recount
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EASUser
Text Box
Prompt for Dialogue task. No assistance available otherwise
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EASUser
Text Box
Task completed at the end of the ‘Pa glwb?’ unit of work. Task completed using success criteria and description of  the task only. 
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EASUser
Text Box
Pictorial story map. Prompt for Holiday News task. Task undertaken without further support. Task completed at the end of ‘Holiday News’ unit of work

EASUser
Text Box
Language mat used previously to practice Oracy, leading to writing task but mat not available to complete task.



Level 4: Learner profile

The materials in this folder consist of a learner profile which is judged to show the
characteristics of a learner’s standards of attainment which, overall, are at level 4.
The commentary should enable the reader to see why the learner profile has been
given a best-fit level 4.

The level of detail exemplified here in the commentary is intended to give a good
sense of how a best-fit level can be fully justified, in the case of learner profiles.
For in-school awarding of best-fit levels at the end of a key stage and in-school
moderation, it is still necessary for the teacher to justify that the range of work
required is covered and the appropriate standard reached to award a best-fit level.
How this is demonstrated is for each school to determine.

A learner profile will typically contain the work of one pupil from across the range of
the subject and provide sufficient evidence to enable a judgement to be made on
the level which best fits the standard represented in the profile. A learner profile
should be as straightforward as the pupil’s book or books which show evidence of
the characteristics of levels and relevant attainment target(s). Other work which
would give the complete picture of a pupil’s standards might include a
theme/topic book, audio visual recordings, reading record. A commentary on the
learner profile will make clear how, on balance, the best fit judgement has been
reached and why it is not at the level above or below if it is borderline. The
commentary will signpost where the evidence of achievement at a particular level
can be seen in the exercise book or other original material produced in the year.



Level 4

This profile is a collection of tasks completed by a pupil rather than the full body of
his work which, ideally, would make up a learner profile. To arrive at an accurate and
fully evidenced best-fit judgement, the complete evidence base should be
considered i.e. the learner’s exercise book and any additional topic books and
worksheets.

AT1:  ORACY

Comment
All comments relate to characteristics of
level 4 unless stated otherwise.

Source Reference

During all three tasks, characteristics of
Level 4 are prominent throughout. Rhys was
able to present information and talk about
some experiences, asking and responding
and volunteering some comments. He was
able to use an increasing variety of phrases
and sentence patterns with some accuracy,
e.g. in Task 1 he uses, ‘Es i i … Gwelais i,
Roedd y, Prynais i, Bwytais i, Yfais i, Ces i.’
In all three tasks Rhys’ pronunciation and
intonation is understandable and when
expressing opinions he gives various
reasons e.g. in Task 3 he answers using,
‘Dw i’n hoffi’r stori achos mae’n gyffrous.’ In
Task 2 he shows some awareness of order
and progression (L5) e.g. ‘Oes mae gen i gi
o’r enw Benji a 2 cath o’r enw Millie a Tilly.
Mae Benji yn hoffi mam.’

In Task 2 and 3, Rhys was able to, adjust
and respond to different voices. He showed
an understanding of the main points when
the subject matter was familiar to him, e.g.
Task 3 when participating in the group
discussion he answers questions based on
the text e.g. ‘Beth yw enw’r awdur? Beth sy’n
digwydd nesaf Rhys? Wyt ti’n hoffi’r stori
Rhys?’ and he responded by using short
spoken phrases as well as recording a
response in writing and in pictures.

1. Individual
presentation
Holiday news

Pictorial story
map
Audio / video
files

2. Pair work
Meeting a
new friend

Pictorial story
map
Audio / video
files

3. Group
discussion
Based on ‘Pa
Glwb?’ book

Pictorial story
map
Audio / video
files

Background to
Oracy tasks

Welsh second language: Learner profile

p. 2-3
L4 Task 1
Oracy

p. 2,4
L4 Task2
Oracy

p. 2, 5
L4 Task 3
Oracy

p.2



AT2 Reading:

There are some characteristics of Level 4 in
Task 1 and Task 2 e.g. when reading aloud
in Task 1 Rhys is able to read familiar
passages clearly, with some expression, and
he refers to significant detail in Task 2. He
refers to an aspect he likes (L3 onwards) in
Task 1; when asked the question, ‘Wyt ti’n
hoffi’r stori?’ he responds, ‘Ydw dw i’n hoffi
stori achos mae’n gyffrous’.

However, in Tasks 1 and 3 it is clear that the
majority of characteristics which he
demonstrates are at Level 5. During these
tasks, Rhys responds to a variety of texts
showing an understanding of the main ideas,
events and characters (L5). This can be
seen in Task 1 when he answers a variety of
questions about the text Pa Glwb? and also
in Task 3 when he answers a variety of
questions based on the poem Cysgu Draw.

In all three tasks, Rhys is able to, read
independently (L5).

In Task 3 question 11, Rhys demonstrates
that he is able to select relevant information
from the texts and express opinions simply,
characteristic of Level 5. He responds to the
question ‘Beth wyt ti’n feddwl o’r gerdd? Dwn
meddwl bod gerdd yn dda achos dw i’n hoffi
cysgu draw. Dw i’n hoffi tecstio fffrindiau’.

1. Pa Glwb?

Video files. Reading
aloud and response
to reading.

2. Comprehension
task – Darllen a
deall

3. Response to
Cysgu Draw
poem

Background to
Reading tasks

L4 Task 1
Reading

AT3 Writing

In all three written tasks, Rhys has shown
that he can write linked sentences, showing
some grasp of order and progression. He
writes for different purposes and is able to
use suitable vocabulary and phrases. In all
three tasks, he has been varying patterns
and producing basic sentences e.g. Beth yw
dy…, Dw i’n hapus achos dwi’n…, Oes gen
ti?, Mae Nici yn…, Es i i, Roedd, Yfais i, Ces
i.. He shows some grasp of form and
progression and he has spelled most
structured words and other words which are
within his experience, accurately, particularly

1. Dialogue
Success criteria
Pictorial story map

2. Book review
Success criteria

3. Holiday News
Success criteria
Pictorial story map

p.16-17

p. 18-20

p.7

p.24
p.23
p.25

p.27
p.26

p.29
p.28
p.30



in Tasks 2 and 3.

In all the tasks, Rhys is able to use capital
letters, question marks and full stops
accurately. In Tasks 1 and 2, Rhys also uses
apostrophes and quotation marks when
necessary. In Tasks 2 and 3, where
appropriate, he is able to adapt the
presentation to meet the demands of the
task.

However, one element of Level 3 is evident
throughout his work, i.e. his handwriting is
legible and the work is appropriately
presented. In all three tasks, Rhys also
demonstrates some characteristics of Level
5, i.e. he is able to express opinions simply.
He regularly does this in Task 1, ‘Dw’n hoffi,
Dw’n ddim hofffi’, although the patterns are
not accurate. He gives his opinion on the
story in Task 2, ‘Dw i’n hoffi stori..Dw i’n hoffi
Chris…Dw i’n hoffi llyfr’ and he uses the
imperfect and past tense to express opinion
on his holiday in Task 3 e.g. ‘Roedd y …yn..
Ces i amser grêt’.

Background to
Writing tasks

Best-fit level: Summary

Oracy Levels 4 and 5 were considered. In view of Rhys’ contribution in this
series of activities, Level 4 best fits his performance. Rhys should
continue to develop his ability in Welsh by giving reasons to explain his
ideas and use a greater of variety of phrases, sentence patterns and
verb forms with improved accuracy.

Reading Levels 4 and 5 were considered when evaluating Rhys’ reading skills.
In view of Rhys’ contribution in this series of activities, Level 5 best fits
his performance. Rhys could further develop his ability to select
relevant information from the texts and express his opinions.

Writing Levels 3, 4 and 5 were considered when evaluating Rhys’ writing skills.
Although there are elements of Level 3 and 5 in this series of activities,
it is clear that Level 4 best fits his performance. Rhys should continue
to develop the accuracy of his spelling, develop his ideas and improve
the presentation of his work.

Overall level: 4

p.22



The best fit level for Rhys’ oracy and writing is Level 4 and the best fit level for his
reading is Level 5. Therefore, based on the weighting for the 3 Attainment Targets,
the overall best fit level for this profile is Level 4.




